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Elements: 003
I have always been seduced by the perfect form the cactus symbolizes. The fact that it is modular, allowing for multiple 
combinations, has always seemed interesting. I wanted to exploit this quality, building up the piece with different shapes. 
The priority for me was that each part, if removed from the whole, would still be appealing but also have a function of 
it’s own. So, a functional sculpture it was: A piece that could be as beautiful as the cactus, but that would offer a variety 
of uses. At the beginning, I thought of making a series of stackable stools in different materials. I thought about it for 
a while and started wondering, "why should they all be stools?" So we started working with the Moooi team on a new 
concept where each piece of the stackable sculpture would have a different use: mirror, table, tray, etc. A series of .
different colours, materials and finishes would then be applied to each vertebra making the whole richer and more 
flexible

Designer Jaime Hayon
Year of design 2008
Function Vase
Material Aluminium - Anodized & Powder coated
Additional Suggested retails sets will be available soon.

*Please add the appropriate colour choice to the end of the product code.
Product Codes Moooi, accessories, Element 003 MOAE003---*

Colour

White Black Grey Blue
RAL RAL RAL7044 RAL5020
(*I) (*K) (*G)         (*U)
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Technical     
Moooi recommends a water volume of between 4-5 litres, (measured as approximately 12cm from the base.)

30x30x59 (lxwxh)
2-Net (product weight)

Packaging

H-64cm
W-40cm
L-40cm

1-Colli
3-Gross (with packaging)

59cm

30cm
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Photography
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Photography by Nicole Marnati Moooi presentation, Salone del Mobile. 2008

Cleaning Instructions
Moooi recommends using a good multi-surface spray cleaner and/or a trusted furniture polish with a soft cloth.
Do not use abrasive cloths or substances and always read the label of any product you wish to use on or near items
from the Moooi collection. For further assistance on how to clean this item please contact your nearest Moooi agent.

Additional Elements 

E:001 E:002 E:003 E:004 E:005

E:006 E:007
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